USER
MANUAL

HANDLEBAR GRIPS
SQlab 7O2
SQlab 710
SQlab 711
SQlab 7OX

Notes on the user manual
In the following notes, please pay particular attention to any that are highlighted in colour.
The possible consequences described are not repeated separately for every note!

Note
Note
Indicates a possibly harmful situation. If not avoided, the grips or other parts may be
damaged.

Caution
Indicates a potential imminent danger. If it is not avoided, it may cause slight or minor injuries.
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Warning
Indicates a potential imminent danger. If not avoided, it may result in death or severe
injuries.

Danger
Indicates an imminent danger. If not avoided, it will result in death or severe injuries.
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User Information

SQlab handlebar grips 702, 710, 711 and 7OX
Product designation
SQlab grip 702 size S

SQlab grip 702 size M

SQlab grip 702 size L

SQlab grip 710size S

SQlab grip 710 size M

SQlab grip 710 size L

SQlab grip 711 size S

SQlab grip 711 size M

SQlab grip 711 size L

SQlab grip 7OX size S

SQlab grip 7OX size M

SQlab grip 7OX
Flow Yellow size S

SQlab grip 7OX
Flow yellow size M

SQlab grip 7OX
Endless Summer size S

SQlab grip 7OX
Endless Summer size M

Foreword
Congratulations on your new SQlab grips.
The information on the area of application, safety, assembly compatibility and functional range contained in this user information is
intended for less expert cyclists but also for long-term bicycle experts. The chapters "Intended use" and "Assembly" in particular contain
product-specific information that may differ from that of similar products. This user information does not replace that of your bike and
that of the handlebars, but complements it. All user information must be carefully read and observed before assembly and use.
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Keep this user manual safe for information purposes, to carry out maintenance or to order spare parts and pass it on when used by a
third party or if the product is sold.

Caution
This user information does not replace a qualified bicycle mechanic, nor the experience and training of one.
• If you are in any doubt, or if you lack the necessary tools or skills during assembly,
do not hesitate to ask your SQlab specialist dealer for help.

Figure

Intended use
The different models of the SQlab comfort and performance grips have been developed according to their characteristics for the various
functional ranges of touring, everyday, city, trekking and MTB cycling and have been correspondingly tested in numerous laboratory trials
and many kilometres of cycling. Using an improper grip may result in cycling errors, falls and accidents.
When describing the intended use, we follow the international categorisation ASTM F2043-13, which precisely describes the different
functional ranges.

Model designation

Use category according to ASTM F2043-13

SQlab 702

Category 1

SQlab 710

Category 2

SQlab 711

Category 4

SQlab 7OX

Category 5

Category 1 according to ASTM F2043-13
Bicycles/add-on components in this category must circulate only on tarred or paved roads and paths on which
the wheels have permanent ground contact.

Category 3 according to ASTM F2043-13
Bicycles/add-on-parts in this category can be used in addition to the conditions of use specified in categories 1
and 2 on rough trails, in rough terrain and on difficult routes that require good cycling skills. Jumps and drops can
be undertaken up to a height of max. 61 cm.

Category 4 according to ASTM F2043-13
Bicycles/add-on parts in this category may, in addition to the operating conditions listed in categories 1, 2 and 3,
also be used for downhill runs in rough terrain up to a speed of max. 40 km/h
Jumps and drops can take place up to a height of max. 122 cm.

Category 5 according to ASTM F2043-13
This category of bicycles and add-on parts, in addition to the use conditions specified for categories 1, 2, 3 and
4, can also be used for extreme jumps and downhills in rough terrain at speeds in excess of 40 km/h. Dirt jump is
not covered!
On our website www.sq-lab.com in the service area under Downloads, you will find a list of all functional ranges according to ASTM F2043.
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Category 2 according to ASTM F2043-13
Bicycles/add-on components in this category may, in addition to the conditions of use referred to in category 1,
also circulate on gravel and unpaved roads of a moderate grade. In this category, there may be a short-term loss
of tyre ground contact in harsher terrain. Jumps (drops) from a height up to max. 15 cm can take place.

Bear in mind that category 5 is a dangerous extreme sport, which can lead to unexpectedly high and unforeseen material stress, even
with very good cycling skills and track knowledge. In extreme cases, this leads to overloading and component failure of the bicycle and
its parts, in particular the handlebars. The above-mentioned functional range is very risky. You must expect unavoidable falls, injuries
and paralysis or even death.

Warning
Each component has its load limit, which can be exceeded in extreme manoeuvres. Note the following:
• Never exceed the permitted system or rider weight
• Use your grips only within the specified ASTM use category, or lower use category (per ASTM F2043-13).
• After situations in which especial or unexpected force has been exerted, such as after a fall, a cycling mistake or an accident, make an
extraordinary inspection. If in doubt, the potentially damaged component should be replaced prophylactically. In such a case, play it
safe and ask your SQlab dealer for advice.
• For the protection of third parties, a component which is not immediately and obviously recognisable as being defective should be
clearly marked as unusable.

Warning
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Images of SQlab 711 and 7OX grips in advertisements, social media, magazines and catalogues often show riders in extreme situations
that are very dangerous and can lead to serious injury or even death. The cyclists shown are mostly professionals who have a lot of experience and many years of practice. Do not try to recreate these manoeuvres without the necessary experience and practice.
• Always wear suitable protective equipment (full face helmet, knee and elbow pads, back protector, gloves, etc.).
• Participate in cycling technique courses that prepare you according to the conditions of use.
• Ask the race organiser, track attendant and/or other cyclists about the current track conditions.
• Increase the unscheduled inspections according to use.
• Replace the handlebars more frequently and prophylactically, especially if there is the slightest suspicion of overload and the least sign
of a defect.
• Always be aware of your own limitations and those of your equipment on fast descents, jumps, drops, and other extreme manoeuvres.
• Expect serious injuries despite protective gear, plenty of practice and a long period of experience.

eBike Ready
SQlab products bearing the "eBike Ready" rating are suitable for use on pedelecs from the point of view of function, ergonomics and
operational stability (in accordance with the standards DIN EN ISO 4210 and DIN EN ISO 15194).

Replacing SQlab grips on Pedelec25
E-bikes and pedelecs with CE mark and pedal assistance up to 25 km/h are covered by the Machinery Directive, therefore components of
these bicycles may not be easily replaced or modified. In order to clarify the situation, a guideline for replacing E-bike/Pedelec 25 parts

has been jointly released by the associations Zweirad-Industrie-Verband (ZIV) and Verbund Service und Fahrrad (VSF) in cooperation with
the Zedler-Institut and the Bundesinnungsband Fahrrad (BIV).
The guideline clearly regulates which bicycle dealers and repairers are allowed to replace parts on these vehicles and for which parts
they require approval from vehicle manufacturers or system suppliers. As such, it can be regarded as a recommended course of action.
Replacing the SQlab grips on the Pedelec25 is based on the recommendation "Guidelines for the replacement of components in CEmarked e-bikes/pedelecs with pedal assistance up to 25 km/h" (https://www.zedler.de/files/kunde/prueftechnik/PDF/Leitfaden_Bauteiletausch_Stand_14-06-2016-2.pdf) by the associations Zweirad-Industrie-Verband (ZIV) and Verbund Service and Bicycle (VSF) in
cooperation with the Zedler-Institut and the Bundesinnungsverband Fahrrad (BIV).

Replacing SQlab grips on Pedelec45
Component replacement of the SQlab screw-clamped grips is possible on fast pedelecs known as S-Pedelec that are classified as motor vehicles and subject to EU Directive 2002/24/E6 or EU Regulation No. 168/2013 is possible based on the Guidelines "Component
Replacement on S-Pedelecs - Fast E-Bikes / Pedelecs with pedalling assistance up to 45 km/h" by the Federal Guild Association for the
German Two-Wheel Mechanical craftsmanship (BIV), TÜV Rheinland, velotech.de, service and bicycle association (VSF), Zedler Institute
and the two-wheel industry association (ZIV), provided that the vehicle width is not changed.

Assembly compatibility
and operational safety

Warning

The manufacturing tolerances of the
grips and the handlebars can lead
to the grips not being sufficiently secured against twisting and becoming
pulled off. In case of problems, please
contact your SQlab dealer.

Sizing

Always follow the instructions and
warnings given in the assembly and
operating instructions for your handlebars.

SQlab Griffweitenbestimmung
Grip Size Template
How it works ...
1. Place your hand on the image and position the
middle finger at the arrow.
2. Stretch the thumb to the side.

The SQlab grips 702, 710, 711 and 7OX are
available in 2 or 3 different sizes, which
can be determined by your finger length.
The sizes differ in diameter, length and
shape.

3. Die Daumenbeuge mit einem Stift markieren.

3. Mark the bottom most point between the thumb

The grip width is the measurement from
the tip of the middle finger to the crook of
the thumb. This is precisely what you grasp
the grip with.

4

4. Größe ablesen und Griff auswählen.
5. Für das MTB empfehlen wir eher den kleineren Griff

and index finger.
4. Note the size and select the grip.
5. For MTB we recommend choosing one size smaller.

18

19

zu wählen.

21

in Höhe des Pfeiles positionieren.
2. Daumen etwas abspreizen.

20

So funktionierts ...
1. Hand auf die Abbildung legen und den Mittelfinger

17

1

16

2

14

15

3

12
7

11

small

13

5
6

10

8

9

9

8

10

7

11

large

6

15

5

small
medium

4

13
14

3

medium

12

2

16

1

17

0

large

You can easily download the grip template
shown in the figure in the "Ergonomics"
section of our website under "Grip width
determination".
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The SQlab grips are designed for mounting on standard bicycle handlebars, with a
grip clamping diameter of 22.2 mm.

Warning

Assembly
To mount the grips, you will need a clean cloth, cleaning products (brake cleaner), a suitable Allen key for clamping the grips, brake and
shift levers and a torque wrench.

The grips are labelled on the underside with the size and "L" (left) or "R" (right).

SQlab 7OX – size and side specification

SQlab 711 – size and side specification

SQlab 710– size and side specification

SQlab 702– size and side specification
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Tools
Product

Allen key size

Nut tightening torque (Nm)

SQlab 702

4

5

SQlab 710

4

5

SQlab 711

3

3

SQlab 7OX

3

3

Warning
Incorrectly mounted components pose a significant risk.
• You must read and understand the instructions and notes before beginning assembly.
•  If you have questions about mounting these components, contact your SQlab dealer or have your grips fitted by an experienced bicycle mechanic.

The SQlab 702, 710 and 7OX grips should be mounted on a clean, grease-free handlebar.
Push the grips completely until they are fully in contact with the handlebars. Make sure to
check the correct side allocation (left / right) and set the grip angle to the neutral position.
Due to its design, the SQlab 711 grip has a much shorter hard plastic sleeve for clamping. Therefore, screwing the grip onto the handlebar is more difficult than with the other
models.
To facilitate mounting of the SQlab 711 grip, the grip can be moistened internally with
brake cleaner. When using brake cleaner make sure to keep the grip away from your body
when spraying. Brake cleaner usually sprays with extremely high pressure. Wear protective rubber gloves. It is best used outdoors.

Warning
When using cleaning fluids or brake cleaners, it is essential to observe the corresponding safety instructions for their use and to use
appropriate safety equipment (chemical protection goggles and latex gloves).
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Ensure adequate ventilation. Avoid breathing in vapours. If the air pollution is above the permitted
limit, appropriate respiratory protection is required.
• Inhalation
Provide affected persons with access to fresh air. Keep the affected person warm and calm. Seek immediate medical attention.

• Skin contact
Remove affected person from source of contamination. Medical help should be sought if complaints persist.
• Eye contact
Remove affected person from source of contamination. Remove contact lenses and open eyelids wide. Continue rinsing for at least
15 minutes and seek medical advice.

Grip angle adjustment
The SQlab 7OX and 711 grips have a scale
on their clamping rings. The neutral position and the initial position on first mounting should be such that the "0" of the scale
is pointing directly upwards.
Make sure that the enlarged support surface of the grips is aligned so that it fits
exactly to the support surface of the hand.
The tendency is to turn the SQlab 7OX and
711 grips forward.
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• Ingestion
Rinse thoroughly with water. Move the affected person into the fresh air and place them in warm and calm position that facilitates
breathing. Do not induce vomiting. Never put anything in an unconscious person’s mouth.

For SQlab 702 and 710 grips, at first the
grip should be set so that the writing at the
end of the grip is horizontal. Starting from
there, you must align the grip with your sitting position and wrist position.

Warning
Do not set the wing too high for 710 and 702. The wing should only support the hand
while riding and under normal pressure.
• Although a wing that is set too high would rightfully prevent the wrist from bending
downwards, it may interfere with grip at higher speeds and correspondingly higher
forces.
• Note the ergonomics tips on www.sq-lab.com in the category Ergonomics – Hand.

Inspection and maintenance
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Check the clamping and surface of the grips for possible damage at least twice a year, after 2000 km at the latest and especially after falls
or other situations of unusually high force.

Warning
Damage may be difficult to detect. A cracking or creaking noise, as well as discoloration, cracks, and waves in the grip's clamping
side and surface may indicate damage.
• If in doubt, do not continue cycling and consult your SQlab dealer without delay.

Care
Clean the SQlab grips regularly with water and a soft cloth. For heavy soiling, a commercially available rinsing or cleaning agent and warm
water can be used.

Warning
Never use high pressure cleaners, cleaning cloths or sponges with particularly rough or grainy surfaces, solvents or other aggressive
cleaning agents such as acetone, (nitro) thinner, cleaning bezine or trichlorethylene for cleaning. This could damage the clamping
or the surface of the grips.

Technical information

Grip length (mm)

Circumference
(measured at
1/3 of the total
length) (mm)

Weight
per pair
(g)

max.
torque

Functional range
according
to ASTM
F2043-13

Name

Art.-#

Handlebar
diameter in the
clamping area

SQlab 7OX small

1800

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

96.8

132

3 Nm

5

SQlab 7OX medium

1801

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

101.4

155

3 Nm

5

SQlab 7OX Flow Yellow small

2147

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

96.8

132

3 Nm

5

SQlab 7OX Flow Yellow medium

2148

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

101.4

155

3 Nm

5

SQlab 7OX Endless Summer small

2274

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

96.8

132

3 Nm

5

SQlab 7OX Endless Summer medium

2275

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

101.4

155

3 Nm

5

SQlab 711 small

1797

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

91.1

128

3 Nm

4

SQlab 711 medium

1798

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

100.6

150

3 Nm

4

SQlab 711 large

1799

Ø 22.2mm

134.8

105.9

158

3 Nm

4

SQlab 710 small

2116

Ø 22.2mm

136.8

102.6

214

5 Nm

2

SQlab 710 medium

2117

Ø 22.2mm

139.1

106.0

238

5 Nm

2

SQlab 710 large

2118

Ø 22.2mm

145.0

115.2

258

5 Nm

2

SQlab 702 small

1794

Ø 22.2mm

139.1

108.0

275

5 Nm

1

SQlab 702 medium

1795

Ø 22.2mm

143.6

110.8

306

5 Nm

1

SQlab 702 large

1796

Ø 22.2mm

145.8

123.7

336

5 Nm

1

The SQlab 7OX, 711, 710 and 702 grips have been tested for harmful substances and have been declared harmless.
We have had the new SQlab grip series (grips 702, 710, 711, 70X) examined for harmful substances by the renowned testing institute TÜV
Süd. With the very good result that none of the pollutants listed below could be detected. Thus these pollutants are either absent in the
SQlab grips or the measurement methods performed are not accurate enough. In any case, we are thus far below the requirements, for
example the REACH regulation or those of the product safety law for toys.
The SQlab grip series is free from the following pollutants:
• PAHs – Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (18 pcs. Total)
• Phthalate + propylheptyphthalate
• Nonylphenol
• Cadmium
• Mercury
• Short-chain chlorinated paraffins
• Flame retardants PBB / PBDE
• BPA – bisphenol A
Furthermore, the 702, 710, 711 and 70X grips are latex free because thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) used are not based on natural latex.
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Materials

Material defect liability and warranty
Within the EU, all purchase contracts between private persons and commercial sellers are subject to statutory material defect liability.
Purchasers have warranty rights for 2 years from the date of purchase. In the event of a defect or a warranty claim, the SQlab partner from
whom you purchased the product is your contact.

Note
Note
This regulation applies only in European countries. Check with your SQlab dealer for
any deviating regulations in your country.

The following specialist dealer warranty is in addition to the legal defect liability of your contract partner and does not affect it.
1. In addition to the statutory liability for defects, SQlab GmbH extends the manufacturer's warranty from 24 to 36 months for products
purchased in specialist stores in Germany.
In the event of a defect or warranty request, your SQlab dealer is the contact person.
The following end customer warranty is in addition to the statutory defect liability of your contract party and does not affect it.
1. For irreparable damage to your SQlab product caused by a crash, SQlab GmbH offers you a 50% discount on the purchase of a new
SQlab replacement product for a period of 10 years from the date of purchase. If you would like to make use of the crash replacement
policy, send us your defective product to the following address:
SQlab GmbH
Crash Replacement
Postweg 4
D-82024 Taufkirchen
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The originally purchased product automatically becomes the property of SQlab GmbH.
SQlab will contact you after a thorough check for a suitable replacement product.
Claims under the end customer guarantee exist only if:
•

The SQlab product has been registered in the SQlab Crash Replacement Program,
available on our website www.sq-lab.com in the service section under “Crash Replacement”.

•

The purchase can be proven by receipt.

•

No changes have been made to the product.

•

The intended use has been observed.

•

The grip defect is not due to improper mounting or lack of maintenance.

•

Excluded are damages due to wear.

•

The guarantee is only valid in Germany.

There are no further claims on the part of the end customer towards SQlab GmbH under this guarantee.
In the event of a defect or a warranty request, SQlab GmbH is the contact person.

Wear and storage
Bicycles and their components are subject to function-related, mostly usage-dependent wear, such as the abrasion of tyres, handles
and brake pads. Environmental wear results from storage under aggressive environmental conditions, such as solar radiation, rain, wind
and sand.
Wear is not covered by the warranty.

Note
Note
Store your SQlab grips (mounted or unmounted) under the following conditions:
• Away from direct sunlight.
• Storage at temperatures between -10 ° C and 40 ° C.
• Humidity of below 60%.

Manufacturers and distributors
SQlab GmbH, Postweg 4, 82024 Taufkirchen, Germany

A list of our national and international distributors and dealers can be found on our website:
http://www.sq-lab.com
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Foreign distributors, dealers and addresses
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SQlab GmbH
Sports Ergonomics
www.sq-lab.com

Postweg 4
82024 Taufkirchen
Germany

Phone +49 (0)89 - 666 10 46-0
Fax
+49 (0)89 - 666 10 46-18
E-mail info@sq-lab.com

